Mixed assignments – English
Do the mixed assignments below. You can write your answers on this paper if you want.

1. Draw images using the descriptions.

This is something that you can have outside your window. It is full of leaves and you can use it as a building material. A tree. This tree is a common Swedish tree with a white tree trunk.

Do you like to relax? Many people do. You can sit in a sofa and even sleep in it. Draw a sofa with large pillows and a person sitting in it. Add a popcorn bowl and a TV remote control.

You know when it is hot and cold, but if you want to know the exact temperature, you should use one of these. It can be both digital and analog and can display the temperature using numbers.

You drew this in your sofa earlier. It can be large or small, soft or hard. You can have it in your bed, in a sofa, on a chair, in the car and in other places where you want to relax or sit comfortable.

2. Is the grammar correct?

1. I am super happy right now
2. where Do you live?
3. It was fun yesterday
4. You have a really cool jacket!
5. I am with my dad,

Mark your answer correctly:
Add a letter:
Hello there
Remove a letter:
Helloo there
No grammar problem:
Hello there ✓

3. Write a sentence containing the words.

Hello I live

Yesterday weekend tomorrow

Super good favorite

Mobile call music

It’s really that

Time usually I think

My school is

Superheroes are yes